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was not religious, but physical. But
was it not religious dogma that gave
his insanity the peculiar turn it took
to religious despair,and made possible
those ghastly Sapphics at the begin-
ning,and "The Castaway" at the end?

The remaining chapters tell the
story of Huntingdon, of Olney, the
literature and the friendships, treat-
ing exhaustively a subject of which
all available information is already
before the public, a subject to be
best illustrated, as is done here, by
abundant extracts from Cowper's
poems and letters. To ail our readers
engaged in the teaching profession,
to ail who are anxious for self-culture,
we recommend the perusal, again and
again, the thorough assimilation, of
this charming volume, which reminds
us of Macaulay's critical biographies,
though it has not their demerit of a
somewhat rhetorical form, excessive
antithesis and love of paradox; and
is far more thoughtful and suggestive.
Attention should be directed to the
gem-like perfection and lustre of
some of Mr. Goldwin Smith's sen-
tences, those which describe the
motifof the "Task;" the passage which
contrasts Cowper with Pope as a
painter of Nature; to the following :
Il He is the poetic counterpart of

Gainsborough, as the great descrip-
tive poets of a later and more spiritual
day are the counterparts of Turner."
But in order to derive full benefit
from this or any other masterpiece of
literary biography the reader should
make a conscientious and loving
study of Cowper's poetry. The pas-
sages quoted from the " Task should
be memorized. There is a just pre-
judice against mechanical cramming
of the memory, but an intelligent
use of memory as a storehouse for the
best and noblest results of culture, is,
we believe, too much neglected by a
generation which dislikes mental la-
bour. We also point attention to
what is said at page i i :

" Cowper evidently becane a good
classical scholar, as classical scholar-
ship was in those days, and acquired
the literary forim: of w/hich the dlassics
arc lie besit sciool."

This is especially seen in some of
the minor poens composed in a two-
fold forn, Latin and English, each
version giving a stereoscopic com-
pleteness to our view of the poen.
For instance the noble lyric on the
loss of the Royal George is also cast
into the forni of a Sapphic ode,
which, if ve may express an opinion,
is infinitely superior to anything Vin-
cent Bourne ever wrote, with whose
Litin verses we have for years been
familiar.

Plangimus fortes i periere fortes
Patrian propter periere cives.
Bis quater centum, subito sub ulto

Equore mersi.

The writer of this article is collater-
ably descended from the Hayley
family, and can fully endorse Mr.
Goldwin Smith's estiniate of Cowper's
friend, who though inferior as a
writer, was as kind-hearted and hon-
ourable a country gentleman as lived
in the Georgian era. This relation-
ship is mentioned only to give force to
the statement that Southey's view
of the cause of Cowper's engagement
with Theodora being broken off,
which Mr. Goldwin Smith accepts,
was also that told me by my grand-
father, Hayley's first cousin. On the
sanie authority I state that Cowper's
name was by the poet's friends pro-
nounced Cooper. Cowper's charni of
personal character, his truest claims
to literary survival, are well stated
in some lines of Hayley, which de-
serve to be remembered :

Sense, fancy, vit, suffice not all to raise
So clear a title to affection's praise ;
His highest honours to the heart belong,
His virtues formed the magic of his song.

The mottf of this book is best set
forth in one of the concluding senten-
ces, remarkable for its self-restrained
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